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1. SUMMARY 
 
Oresome Australia Pty Ltd (Oresome) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Metallica Minerals 

Ltd (Metallica). 

 
The Oresome Cape York Project, which is prospective for mineral sands and bauxite, at its 

peak comprised of nineteen tenements, seventeen were granted and the remaining two 

tenements were under application. Following a review of the exploration potential and 

results of the project the tenement holding was reduced to comprise at the time of writing of 

twelve granted tenements and one application. All of the Oresome tenements are situated on 

western and northern Cape York and cover areas of known dune systems with indications of 

heavy minerals sands (HMS) deposits and laterite plateau areas prospective for bauxite 

deposits. 

 

On the 8th September 2014 Oresome entered into a Joint Venture agreement with a private 

Chinese investor, Ozore Resource Pty Ltd over the Cape York HMS and Bauxite Project. The 

JV is held 50% by Oresome and 50% by Ozore. 

 

An Indicated Resource of 2.7Mt @ 6.53% HMS (Metallic ASX  Release  20th September 

2013) has been identified on Oresomes’ Urquhart Point tenement (now granted ML20669 

and ML20737) which is located 4 km south west of Weipa. This resource predominantly 

comprises zircon and rutile, as the main economic minerals, with minor amounts of 

ilmenite, leucoxene and aluminium silicates.  

 

A desktop study in 2011 to review the airborne radiometrics flown by the State in 2009 

identified 22 anomalies for follow-up including the T12/T13 target area in EPM 19001. 

 

A reconnaissance helicopter and hand auger program in May 2013 over all of the granted 

tenements of Oresome to assess those anomalies returned HMS results which demonstrated that 

there are potentially extensive areas with significant values of zircon and rutile, with zircon 

contents higher than those returned from Urquhart Point, within the broader project area. 

These areas were located using a combination of desktop study of airborne radiometric data, 

geomorphological landform and depositional setting analysis with on-site interpretation 

leading to the identification of what is potentially a new mineral field.  
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In the 2013-2014 reporting period a power auger drilling program was completed on one 

target area, T16, in EPM 15371. Most holes in the program carried mineralisation with 

assay grades of in excess of 0.7% HM, with visual estimates of zircon content of around 

50% of that – the rest being titanium minerals. 

 

In 2014-2015 no field activities were undertaken on EPM 19001. Exploration, on the 

Oresome Cape York Heavy Mineral and Bauxite Project, during this period further tested 

mineral sands targets located to the south in EPM 15371. Zircon bearing sands were 

identified in sands within EPM 15371 during exploration that included a reconnaissance 

hand auger program, power auger drilling and air core drilling of the T16 target. That 

work has established that zircon and rutile bearing sands occur in sufficient volumes and 

grade to confirm the exploration model and warrant the further exploration and testing of 

the T12/T13 target area in EPM 19001. 

 

In the 2015-2016 reporting period the heavy minerals market continued to experience 

lower and variable product demand and flat to eroding product prices. Under these 

conditions Oresome made a strategic decision to focus the exploration activities on the 

further identification, testing and quantification of the bauxite potential of its tenements. 

As a result exploration focussed on the Urquhart Bauxite deposit within EPM 15268. 

This work resulted in a significant increase in the volume and an upgrade of the resource 

category with a total JORC (2012) Measured, Indicated and Inferred resource estimate of 

9.5 million tonnes at 52.8% Al2O3, 13.7% SiO2, 40.7% Available Alumina and 5.3% 

Reactive Silica, a significant 26% increase on the May 2015 maiden resource estimate 

(Metallica Minerals ASX Announcement 14th November 2016). 

 

Exploration for minerals sands on EPM 19001 is planned for 2017 subject to improved 

forecast market conditions for mineral sands products.  
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2. INTRODUCTION 
 

Oresome Australia Pty Ltd, (Oresome) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Metallica Minerals 

Limited. At the time of writing Oresome tenements comprise twelve granted exploration 

tenements and one tenement under application. All the tenements are located on Cape York 

in far North Queensland and cover known or potential heavy mineral sand deposits and/or 

include areas of laterite plateau with potential to host direct shipping bauxite. 

 

Historically the presence of heavy mineral sands has been known in Cape York from the 

1950’s with the first such lease on the west coast being ML6023 applied for 8 July 1960 and 

granted 25 March 1982 for heavy mineral sands at Urquhart Pt across the Embley River from 

Weipa. 

 

Geological analysis on heavy mineral sand (HMS) deposits in Victoria showed that some of 

the HMS contains low concentrations of uranium and/or thorium that can be identified by 

airborne radiometric surveys. Salva Resources PL was contracted to conduct a desktop study 

to review the airborne radiometrics flown by the State in 2009 and Bremar Minerals PL of 

Cairns was contracted to initiate ground reconnaissance to follow up on that initial study and 

the 22 anomalies identified. 

 

3. TENURE 

 

Oresome’s Cape York Heavy Mineral Sands and Bauxite Project (the Project) at its peak 

comprised of nineteen tenements, of which seventeen were granted and the remaining two 

tenements were under application. Regular reviews of the exploration potential and outcomes 

from work programs on the Project resulted in the tenement holding being reduced to 

comprise, at the time of writing, of twelve granted tenements and one application, covering 

363 sub blocks or some 1,250 km2 along and inland from the west coast of Cape York (Table 

1 and Figure 1). 

 

EPM 19001 was granted to Oresome Australia Pty Ltd on 13th September 2012 for 5 years 

expiring 12th September 2017. At grant it contained 28 sub blocks and Project Status was 

granted on 8th April 2014.  
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Table 1: Oresome Cape York Project Tenements 
 

EPM No 
 

Name 
 

Project Status 
 

Granted 
 

Expires 
 

Sub Blocks 

 

15268 
 

Urquhart Pt 
 

Y 
 

25-Oct-07 
 

24-Oct-17 
 

21 
 

15371 
 

Doughboy 
 

Y 
 

29-Sep-09 
 

28-Sep-19 
 

13 
 

15372 
 

Jardine 
 

Y 
 

29-Sep-09 
 

28-Sep-19 
 

29 
 

18015 
 

Jackson River 2 
 

Y 
 

19-Oct-10 
 

18-Oct-15 
 

4 
 

18737 
 

Sandman No 3  
 

22-Jan-15 
 

21-Jan-20 
 

34 
 

18738 
 

Sandman No 2 
 

Y 
 

4-Sep-12 
 

3-Sep-15 
 

48 
 

18998 
 

Sandman No 5 
 

Y 
 

4-Sep-12 
 

3-Sep-17 
 

24 
 

19001 
 

Sandman No 6 
 

Y 
 

13-Sep-12 
 

12-Sep-17 
 

21 
 

25400 
 

  Sandman No 12  
 

12-Jan-15 
 

11-Jan-17 
 

17 
 

25482 
 

  Sandman No. 10  
 

19-Mar-15 
 

18-Mar-20 

 

20 
 

25509 
 

  Sandman No 11  
 

1-Apr-15 
 

31-Mar-20 
 

41 
 

25611 
 

  Upper Embley  
 

Application  
 

13 
 

25687 
 

  Vrilya East  
 

2-Apr-15 
 

1-Apr-15 
 

78 

    
 

Total 
 

363 
 

Since commencement of the Project Oresome have applied for and been granted the current 

Mining Leases ML 20669 granted 8th October 2013 and expiring 31st October 2023, and ML 

20737 granted 26th March 2015 and expiring 31st March 2025, at Urquhart Point. 

 

On the 8th September 2014 Oresome entered into a Joint Venture agreement (JV) with a 

private Chinese investor, Ozore Resource Pty Ltd over the Cape York HMS and Bauxite 

Project. The JV is held 50% by Oresome and 50% by Ozore. 

 

An access agreement has been entered into with Apudthama Land Trust and with Northern 

Cape York People #1 through the Cape York Land Council. 
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Figure 1: Cape York Project Location and Tenements 
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4. CAPE YORK HMS AND BAUXITE PROJECT 
 

Oresome’s current granted tenements and those under application cover an area of 

approximately 1,250 km2 and are located between Weipa in the south to Bamaga in the north 

on the western coastline and divide of the Cape York Peninsula (Figure 1). 

 

Landforms vary extensively from saline mudflats and mangroves to dense vine forests, 

swampy grasslands and open eucalypt forest plateau areas. Reviews of satellite and air photo 

data show these landform areas characterised by i) - dune systems in a number of shapes 

indicating various depositional styles that give rise to long narrow systems, “J” shaped 

systems reminiscent of those on Urquhart Point, with swales carrying extensive swamps cut 

by small creek systems, and ii) – flat lying lateritic plateau areas prospective for bauxite 

which are highly dissected by creeks and swamps. 

 

Completed desk top studies and reconnaissance exploration within the greater Project area 

has identified extensive deposits of sand, strand lines and dunes which cover significant 

portions of the tenements. These tenements cover areas of both coastline and paleo-coastline 

and are likely to have been formed by the same processes as those that formed the Urquhart 

Point HMS deposit making these areas highly prospective for similar style deposits. 

 

While the initial exploration focus for the tenements was targeted towards HMS 

mineralization, reviews of the current and previous exploration and the geological setting 

identified the potential for bauxite mineralisation of the Weipa style to be present within 

lateritic caps developed above Rolling Downs Group sediments and Bulimba Formation 

fluvial sediments of the Tertiary age Karumba Basin and which form coastal and inland 

plateau areas within a number of the EPM’s. 

 

EPM 19001 ‘Sandman #6’ was applied for to target HMS mineralization. 
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5. EXPLORATION PROGRAMS 

5.1 Preliminary Studies 

 

Heavy mineral sands have been known at Urquhart Point since the 1950s and the project has 

been through a series of exploration programs and ownership changes since its discovery. 

Oresome have most recently been working to develop a mine and commence mining 

operations within ML 20669 at Urquhart Point. 

 

Many of the dune systems of western Cape York were explored by shallow hand auger 

programs in 2009 by Matilda Minerals (Coxhell and Baxter 2009), however results were 

disappointing and the program lapsed.   

 

In 2005 and 2006 a number of EPMs were applied for by Oresome and Matilda Minerals Ltd 

(Matilda) respectively, and then joint ventured into one package managed by Matilda. 

Matilda then conducted a series of reconnaissance programs directed towards testing of air 

photos and satellite image interpreted strandlines. 

 

The targets were tested in 2009 by helicopter reconnaissance hand shell auger programs. This 

work (Coxhell and Baxter, 2009) comprised of 114 holes drilled for 218 metres with 255 

samples submitted for analysis. The Matilda work was undertaken using a hand auger and 

holes rarely penetrated below 2 metres. Only 3 samples returned greater than 1% HM. 

 

Matilda withdrew from the Joint Venture, relinquished or surrendered the Exploration 

Permits to Oresome who then developed the portfolio of tenements into the current project. 

 

Oresome noted that one of the mineral sands projects the company reviewed in Victoria was 

able to be targeted by airborne radiometrics due to low concentrations of radioactive uranium 

and thorium in the zircon, ilmenite and rutile mineral suite. As a result Oresome considered 

that a re-interpretation of the Matilda work and potential target areas within the tenement 

portfolio could be of value to screen and test for significant mineralisation. 

 

Prior to grant – in the initial re-appraisal of the western Cape areas – Oresome requested 

Salva Resources to conduct a desktop review of the radiometric characteristics of the 
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exploration permits within the Project. This work (Muggeridge 2011) identified a total of 22 

Thorium anomalies for ground follow up and has been reported previously. Within EPM 

19001 anomalies T12 and T13 (Figure 2) were identified. Target T12 is a prominent 

coincident Th, U and K anomaly located inland of the coastal sandridge in the south of the 

tenement and T13 is located within a complex of abandoned palaeo sand ridges and 

shorelines forming curvi-linear J-shaped patterns with more subdued Th and U responses.  

 

 

Figure 2: EPM 19001 Thorium image outlining Target 12 and Target 13 

 

5.2 Programs for the Period Ending 3 September 2013 

 

Due to complex vegetation patterns combined with swamps cut by west flowing major creeks 

and smaller tributaries paralleling the north south coast many of the target areas were not 

readily accessible by 4WD vehicle or marine craft. As a result a helicopter reconnaissance 

program to assess and sample a number of the target areas was conducted in May 2013. This 

program has been previously reported in Duck (June 2013). 
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Target 12 is located due north of the Skardon River and comprises a prominent coincident 

Th, U and K anomaly located inland of a coastal sandridge (Figure 2). Three target areas T12 

1 to T12 3 were sampled as part of the reconnaissance exploration program.  Results of auger 

testing indicate that T12 1 to T12 3 are comprised mostly of clays with only minor HMS 

bearing fine sands present (Duck 2013). 

 

Target 13 is characterised by low lying areas, swamps, creeks and mangroves with very poor 

vehicular access. The area immediately west of T13 thorium anomaly contains dune ridges 

trending north easterly with a “hook” to the east on the northern end with the same shape as 

HMS deposits on Urquhart Point. The radiometrics show a deep low over this area some 6km 

x 2.5km and the area has been partially drilled by Matilda (Coxhell and Baxter 2009) with 

one hole to 3.4m and the remaining 18 averaging approx 1.7m. Duck 2013 concluded that the 

setting of T13 is similar to that at T15 where the holes in sands contiguous with radiometric 

anomalies were not drilled deep enough. Target 13 was not tested in the reconnaissance 

program. 

 

The results of the reconnaissance program confirmed that there are significant areas of 

potentially high heavy mineral content including high values of zircon – in some cases more 

than is recorded at Urquhart Point – within the project area. 

 

In summary that report concluded:   

 

1. New mineralisation was identified at Target 16, with radiometric and topographic 

data suggesting there is a whole new zircon rich mineral province extending north 

from Urquhart Point to Vrilya Point over a distance of possibly 200km with 

intermittent occurrences. 

2. Assay results showed that the new mineralised zones contain significantly higher 

zircon content than at Urquhart Point  

3. The relationship between HM and radiometrics has clearly been proven with the 

presence of HM showing radiometric anomalism, whereas the absence of 

radiometric anomalism is not an indicator of the absence of HM. Although it is 

has not been proven in this instance, but noted from previous experience of Hagan 

and Duck,(Pers comm), radiometric effects of mineralisation are masked by 

shallow sand cover 
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This helicopter reconnaissance program provided sufficient impetus to warrant further 

exploration of the identified targets. 

 

5.3 Programs 2013 - 2014 

 

No field program was undertaken on EPM 19001 during the 2013-2014 reporting period. The 

focus of work on the Cape York HMS and Bauxite Project was to primarily test the area of 

HMS mineralisation at Target 16 in EPM 15371, identified in the previous year’s 

reconnaissance exploration program.  

 

A power auger drilling program was undertaken on T16 in November 2013. The program 

could not take place until late in the dry season as access was delayed due to wet and boggy 

conditions prevailing from the previous wet season. As a result the program was then 

shortened due to the early onset of the wet season. A pattern of 36 shallow auger holes was 

drilled over a 1.8km north south by 0.8km east west (some 113 Ha) area. All holes in the 

pattern (except 2) carried mineralisation with assay grades of in excess of 0.7% HM, with 

visual estimates of zircon content of around 50% of that – the rest being titanium minerals. 

 

5.4 Programs 2014 - 2015 

 

Four wheel drive vehicle access to the identified T12/T13 targets on EPM 19001 was 

investigated but it was determined that there was no immediate access available due to the low 

landform resulting in limited high ground for access and a significant number of creek and 

swamp crossings required. As a result work on the ground was delayed until the 2016 season. 

 

Two programs were undertaken within the Cape York HMS and Bauxite Project which 

provided results that contributed to the improved understanding of the geological setting and 

potential style and occurrence of mineralisation that may occur within EPM 19001 and 

included: 

 

Firstly, an aircore drilling program was undertaken on the T16, target located northeast of T14 

and T15 targets, within EPM 15371. At T16 Oresome delineated a Heavy Mineral (titanium 

minerals and/or zircon) target in 2013.  The T16 2014 program comprised 334 HQ air core 
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holes drilled for a total of 1,912 metres. While the drilling program intersected HMS 

mineralisation, the T16 exploration target was significantly downgraded as a result of the more 

extensive drill program which not only closed off the HMS mineralisation identified in late 

2013 but also returned a lower average HM grade. 

 

Secondly, a program with the Geological Survey of Queensland (GSQ) - Industries Priorities 

Initiative Program developed by the State Government to enhance prospectivity of the Cape 

York Region. The concept of the GSQ Project was developed to look at the known fine sands 

and vegetation anomalies of the central northern Cape York for HM potential, with secondary 

aspects to review potential for other mineralisation in the same area.  

 

This project was designed to follow on from the T16 Prospect drilling program and consisted 

of: 

• A desk top study of the airborne radiometric and magnetic data flown by the State in 

2009, was over the GSQ study project area.  

• Detailed modelling of selected airborne magnetic anomalies for follow up.  

• A geomorphological review of the HM mineral potential of Northern Cape York 

considering source, transport and deposition. 

• Air core drilling of selected aeromagnetic targets and potential HM trap site areas. 

 

The full results of this program are detailed in the report ‘Report on Studies of Heavy Mineral 

and Other Economic Mineral Potential of Northern Cape York Peninsula’ by B. Duck, Bremar 

Minerals 2015 (Contract DNRM 1485). 

 

5.5 Programs 2015 - 2016 

 

Post 2012 the mineral sands industry has experienced significant and continuing weakening 

of zircon and rutile prices. From the peak annualised nominal US$/t FOB price in 2012 of 

US$2300 for zircon and US$1911 for rutile to US$1050 and US$750 respectively in 2015 

(Data sourced from Iluka Resources http://www.iluka.com). In 2016 the industry continued to 

experience the challenges of another year of lower and variable product demand and flat to 

eroding product prices, however there were some indications that the bottom of the cycle has 

been reached. 
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Under these market conditions Oresome made a strategic decision to focus the exploration 

activities on the Cape York HMS and Bauxite Project on the further identification, testing 

and quantification of the bauxite potential of its tenements.  

 

As a result in 2016 exploration focussed on the Urquhart Bauxite deposit within EPM 15268. 

This work resulted in a significant increase in the volume and an upgrade of the resource 

category with a total JORC (2012) Measured, Indicated and Inferred resource estimate of 9.5 

million tonnes at 52.8% Al2O3, 13.7% SiO2, 40.7% Available Alumina and 5.3% Reactive 

Silica, a significant 26% increase in volume from the May 2015 maiden resource estimate 

(Metallica Minerals ASX Announcement 14th November 2016). Oresome plans further work 

on the Urquhart Bauxite deposit in 2017 in order to secure a mining lease over the project and 

advance it towards development. 

 

5.6 Proposed Programs 2016-2017 

 

Subject to improved forecast market conditions for minerals sands products the proposed 

programs will include: 

• Undertake preliminary helicopter-supported exploration of targets T12 and T13 using a 

hand auger to test and sample selected parts of targets;  

• Identify potential vehicle access routes either via sea or land; 

• Follow-up drill testing if warranted and if vehicular access permits. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS  

 

A desktop review of the radiometric characteristics of the Cape York HMS and Bauxite 

Project exploration permits identified a total of 22 Thorium anomalies for ground follow up. 

This includes anomaly T12 and T13 within EPM 19001. 

 

A helicopter reconnaissance exploration program undertaken in early 2013 undertook some 

preliminary hand auger testing of T12, however, access to T13 was restricted by time 

constraints and as no landing was attempted the area remains untested. 
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Overall the results of this reconnaissance program confirmed that there are significant areas 

of potentially high heavy mineral content including high values of zircon – in some cases 

more than is recorded at Urquhart Point – within the project area. 

 

This potential was demonstrated at anomaly T16 in an adjacent EPM 15371, where 

significant zircon was found in sands during exploration programs that included a 

reconnaissance helicopter and hand auger program, power auger drilling and air core drilling. 

That work has established that zircon and rutile bearing sands occur in sufficient volumes and 

grade to confirm the exploration model and warrant the further exploration and testing of the 

T12/T13 targets in EPM 19001. 

 

As a result of continuing weak heavy mineral commodity prices recent exploration on the 

Cape York Heavy Mineral Sands and Bauxite Project has focussed on testing the bauxite 

potential within the Project’s tenement package. This work has resulted in a significant 

upgrade of the Urquhart Bauxite mineral resource in EPM 15268 in 2016. 

 

Exploration for minerals sands on EPM 19001 is planned for 2017 subject to improved 

forecast market conditions for mineral sands products. 
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